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Bringing fiber home to your building
Whether you’re upgrading a telecommunication closet or designing a small data center, choosing the right fiber 
shelving to support your infrastructure is essential to your network’s future. Quality fiber shelves are the foundation 
of a hard-working network. They should do more than just protect your connectivity from dust, dirt and moisture. 
They should also be flexible, compact and easy to use.

For the last 50 years, fiber optic networks 
have steadily expanded throughout major 
metropolitan cities and surrounding suburbs. 
As more service providers introduce high-
speed fiber connections to commercial and 
residential buildings, enterprises are left 
with the task of distributing fiber to their 
tenants. Getting these last few feet of fiber 
connectivity done right can be the difference 
between blazing-fast speeds and unhappy 
building tenants.

The global fiber optics market is 
expected to expand at a compound 
annual growth rate (CAGR) of nearly 
9.5% through 2020.

Markets and Markets’ Global Fiber Optics Market 
2016-2020 report

http://www.researchandmarkets.com/
research/3w8gdq/global_fiber
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Flexible: Moves, additions and changes are 

easy to maximize network uptime.   

Simple: The right fiber solutions make deployment 

quick and straightforward.

Compact: Doing more with less is essential when 

space is at a premium.
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Maximizing your fiber investment
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CONVENIENT

FLEXIBLE

Convenient
• Enables easy fusion splicing

• Provides for simple fiber cable
management

• Streamlined and optimized for
building applications

Flexible
• Simplifies moves, adds

and changes

• Scalable up to 24 fibers
per module

• Utilizes LGX foot print

• Preterminated, field term or
splicing cassettes (I/O cable)

Economical 
• Cost-effective fiber solution

• Modular design offers
pay-as-you-grow flexibility

• Factory-connectorized pigtails
reduces installation time

CommScope standard density (SD) fiber optic panels were 
specifically designed to make your building’s infrastructure 
effective, efficient and easier to manage. These SD solutions 
deliver high performance through modular and easy-to-
use pigtailed splicing cassettes. The SD pigtailed splice 
cassette enables faster splicing in the field and easy modular 
management of connectorization within the cassette. At the 
core of these solutions is our modular design: install what you 
need now; build out later and pay-as-you-grow. 

To make assembling your communications network as easy as 
possible, SD splice cassettes are designed for individual pigtails, 
each pre-loaded and pre-routed for quick fusion splicing. 
These cassettes provide a protective space for fusion splicing, 
patching and storing your fiber optic cables. By incorporating 
these advantages into a single cassette, you can be confident 
that your connections and cabling will be safeguarded from 
contamination or future damage.

In addition, these SD solutions also give building owners the 
flexibility to create a data center or telecom closet that matches 
their exact needs. The panel-and-module design simplifies any 
moves, additions and changes—making installation quick and 
easy, which maximizes your network uptime.
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CommScope SD panels—more than 40 years in the making 

Since 1976, CommScope has designed, built and deployed the world’s most reliable communications 
infrastructure. We’ve developed our SD solutions by leveraging our experience of working with thousands 
of customers to refine our solutions to perform virtually maintenance-free.

Small but mighty

Telecom and datacom racks are often found in cramped 
spaces, coughing up a spaghetti of cables. Our SD 
solutions bring organization to your telecom closets 
and data centers. These 19-inch panels fit perfectly in 
your racks, providing adequate room for managing your 
connectivity as well as your cables. They also come in 
variety of sizes with LC or MPO connectors to match 
your specific needs.

Standard density (SD) module (1000-type)
Duplex LC MPO

1U 36 24
2U 72 48
4U 144 96
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Ordering information

SD panels

Material ID Product Code Description

760231449 SD-1U
SD 1U sliding fiber panel, accepts (3) SD splice cassettes or 
ReadyPATCH MPO-LC modules, providing up to 36 duplex  
LC ports or up to 24 MPO ports

760231456 SD-2U
SD 2U sliding fiber panel, accepts (6) SD splice cassettes or 
ReadyPATCH MPO-LC modules, providing up to 72 duplex  
LC ports or up to 48 MPO ports

760231464 SD-4U
HD 4U sliding fiber panel, accepts (12) SD splice cassettes or 
ReadyPATCH MPO-LC modules, providing up to 144 duplex  
LC ports or up to 96 MPO ports

760231472 SD-1U-FX
SD 1U fixed fiber panel, accepts (3) SD splice cassettes or  
ReadyPATCH MPO-LC modules, providing up to 36 duplex 
LC ports or up to 24 MPO ports

760231480 SD-2U-FX
SD 2U fixed fiber panel, accepts (6) SD splice cassettes or  
ReadyPATCH MPO-LC modules, providing up to 72 duplex 
LC ports or up to 48 MPO ports

760231498 SD-4U-FX
SD 4U fixed fiber panel, accepts (12) SD splice cassettes or  
ReadyPATCH MPO-LC modules, providing up to 144 duplex 
LC ports or up to 96 MPO ports

New Material ID Product Code Description
760221739 PNL-CS-12LCX-PT Splicing cassette, 12 LC LazrSPEED, 900μm
760221747 PNL-CS-12LCW-PT Splicing cassette, 12 LC TeraSPEED, 900μm
760221697 PNL-CS-24LCX-PT Splicing cassette, 24 LC LazrSPEED, 900μm
760221705 PNL-CS-24LCW-PT Splicing cassette, 24 LC TeraSPEED, 900μm
760221770 PNL-CS-12SCX-PT Splicing cassette, 12 SC LazrSPEED, 900μm
760221788 PNL-CS-12SCW-PT Splicing cassette, 12 SC TeraSPEED, 900μm

SD Splice Cassette
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Everyone communicates. It’s the essence of the 
human experience. How we communicate is evolving. 
Technology is reshaping the way we live, learn and thrive. 
The epicenter of this transformation is the network—our 
passion. Our experts are rethinking the purpose, role 
and usage of networks to help our customers increase 
bandwidth, expand capacity, enhance efficiency, speed 
deployment and simplify migration. From remote cell 
sites to massive sports arenas, from busy airports to 
state-of-the-art data centers—we provide the essential 
expertise and vital infrastructure your business needs to 
succeed. The world’s most advanced networks rely on 
CommScope connectivity.




